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ATTITUDE STABILITY OF A SYMMETRICAL SATELLITE
WITH TRANSLATIONAL - ROTATIONAL COUPLING

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a rigid body of arbitrary shape in an idealized inverse

square gravitational field as shown in Figure I. The gravity gradient

Ccute,: n
g y

Mass m

Resultant force, F

F
alent force and couple

Figure 1

C

Center of
attraction
mass M

across the body results in a torque as well as a force at the center of

mass. If we choose the principal axes of inertia through the center

of mass as reference directions, and assume that the body is suffi-

ciently small in comparison with the distance R to the center of

attraction, the vector forms of the gravity torque and force can be

derived as [3]

3kM
-- [(I3-I2) x2x3 el + x3x1 e2+ xix2 e3] (1. I)

R

R 3 R 51R- (11 +12 +13) 3 ,x1 x2 x3
+ +I + 13e3)]2 R 2 R 2 2 R 1

e
1 R 2 e

2 R 3e3mR mR

1. 2;)



where k is the gravitational. constant, I1,12,13 are principal

moments of inertia, and IR is the moment of inertia of m about

R,

2

which has the direction cosines x
1
/R, x

2
/R, x 3/R. Though the

torque in equation (1.1) is extremely small, it can give rise to a

secular effect, which cannot be ignored. In fact, this is the principal

factor affecting the rotation motion and hence the attitude stability

of a satellite.

Note that in equation (1.2) the orientation of the body enters

through the direction of R compared with the principal axis direc-

tions, Similarly, in equation (1. 1) the linear position of R appears

directly. Thus the translation and rotation are coupled in this prob-

lem; the center of mass of the body describes a non-Keplerian trajec-

tory. For realistic satellites, this coupling is very weak. When

studying the attitude stability of a satellite, the translational and

rotational motions are thus usually assumed to be independent and

the motions of its mass center is assumed to move in a known

Kepler orbit.

The case of a symmetrical satellite in a fixed circular orbit

has been studied by several people. Thomson [9] considered the

spin stabilization in the vicinity of an equilibrium position in which

the axis of symmetry is normal to the orbit plane and developed

a stability diagram showing how stability is related to the rate of

spin and to the inertia properties of the satellite. Pringle [7]
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examined the stability of all the equilibrium positions by a method

amounting to the use of the Hamiltonian as a Lyapunov function.

Likins [6] added information on instability by examining the line iized

equations, and summarized the results of his and Pringle's analyses.

There remain as yet regions in which the methods used so far fail

to determine stability.

A review of these studies indicates that stability in circular

orbit is "borderline" (i. e. , characteristic roots for the linearized

equations of perturbation have zero real parts). Thus it seems

entirely possible that even a small alteration of the system could

destablize the equilibrium. We are therefore interested in the small

effect on stability of the translation and rotation dependence. Fur-

thermore, the question of coupling between orbital and attitude

motion is of considerable theoretical interest with a view to the

general rigorous statement of the problem, and further advances in

this field may prove to be useful for the development and the improve-

ment of some theories in celestial mechanics.

Beletskii [1] attacked the problem of the present study, but

established criteria only for the "zero- spin" case. This paper

begins with a formulation of the differential equations governing

translational and rotational motions of a symmetrical satellite.

The stability at each possible equilibrium state is then studied by

examination of the eigenvalues of the linearized system, and Routh's
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method [8]. In the final section, the effects on stability of the

orbital-attitude coupling are discussed.
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II. COORDINATE SYSTEM AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In Figure 2, R, ip and 4 designate spherical coordinates

of the mass center 0 of a rigid body B that moves in the gravi-

tational field of a fixed center C. A right hand set of orthogonal

orbital reference axes Al, A2 and A3, with origin at 0, is

chosen, with Al directed along the radial line from C to 0,

A2 pointing in the direction of increasing Lt, and perpendicular to

the plane swept by angle A3 pointing in the direction of

increasing (I).

x
3

Reference line

A
2

Figure 2. Coordinate system of a symmetrical rigid body
about the earth center
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Let the triad Ox
1
x

2
x3 be attached to principal axes. Then

the orientation of the body can be defined by succession of three

rotations as follows: 01 about Al' 02 about x2 which is the new

position of A2, and 03 about x3 which is now the position of A3

after rotations of 01 and 02' The motion of B may be described

by the six variables 01,02,03, R, i and ci). The components

along axes xl, x2, x3 of the angular velocity C2 are given by the

following kinematic relationships;

S21 = e
I

coo
2

+ Mcose
2

sirup - cos°, sin02 cos4)4 sin01 sin02

(2,1.1)

2
= + sin0 cost - (I) cos01 (2.1.2)

S23 = 03+01 sin02+Lp(sin02 sinci)+cos01 cos02 coscp.)+(l)sinOicos02

(2, 1. 3)

If the principal moments of inertia are denoted by 11,12, and

I
3,

and x3 is taken as the symmetry axis, so that 11=12, we can

write the kinetic energy as

1 2 2 2 .2 2 2 '2 2.2T i+I,S2
2 +I 3 +mR +mR cos ct)il) +mR cp. ),3 (2,2)

where m is mass of B. Assuming that R is much larger than the

largest dimension of B, the graviational potential can be derived

by integrating equations (1.1) and (1.2), as

I 1-13
V = -kMm [1 (1-3 sin2 0 )1

2mR
(2. 3)
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Note that neither 03 nor LIJ appear in the expressions for

T and V. They are thus cyclic coordinates of this system. We

can therefore expect the system to admit "equilibrium" solutions,

given by the constant values of the four coordinates

R = co, el = 61' 02 =02

and the constant values of the two velocities

. .4 03 03 .

For the purpose of enumerating and identifying the parameters in

the system, we define the following quantities in terms of the

above:

7 --- Li) t, P (co 1, c,.) , co 3) =
1 3

)

In terms of these quantities, the Lagrangian equations of motion

for the satellite are

0 d (c..) cose
2

+Iw sin02) - 1(
Lii'sin0

1
sin0

2
cos(I) - 013 'case sine

d'T 3 2

( LI) 'co sO cos cp + 's in0 ) + Iw3(4)' s in0i. co sOz co sci.)-4' c o s Oic o s 02) =re

(2. 4.1
dw2

02: +wi. [011sin02+Osin02sinck+cos01cos02cos0-Wsine1cos02]

- Ic.o3[011cos02+Lbl(cos02sincHcos01sine2coscp)- (1)1sineisin02]

3N
2

3
(l_I)sin0

2
cos0

2
0

P

(2. 4. 2 )
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J[cT-(- wisin01 sin02 - w2cos01 +10)3 sin01 cos02)

wiCkl(cosOi sin02 sincp. +cos02 cosh) +c.)2LVsin01 sincp. -

- Iw3kpl(sin02 cosc.-h cos°, cos02 sink)] d 2
)

2 ,2,
+ p sir4 coscp =- 0 (2. 4. 3)

2 2 2 N2 3J(1-1)R: - p(cos c1)4,1 +.4)1 )+--2- [1_ (1-3 sin202)1
= 0 (2.4.4)

P 2P
2

:
d

(Iw ) 0
3 d'T 3

{J[ wi(cos02sincl) - cos°, sin02coscp.) +w2 sin01 cosh

(2. 4. 5)

+Iw3(sin02 sinci)+cos01 cos02 coscI))] +p 2 cos 2
cl)4i' 0 (2. 4. 6)

where I = I
3

/I l' J = I
1

/mR 2, N
2 kM

/ , ( )' = )

R

and where the w's are found from equations (2. 1, 1 - 2.1. 3) by

replacing the dots with primes.

Equations (2. 4. 1) - (2. 4. 4) determine the equilibrium values

of 0 02, N2, and (I), in terms of the inertia parameters I and

J, and the spin parameter

s = 0'
3

Other than the trivial case I = 1, the equilibrium solutions fall into

the following three cases. For simplification, terms of order higher
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than the first in J and 4, have been discarded. Details may be

found in Appendix A.

Case (a):

01 =02 =4, = 0,

(2. 5)

N2 1 +-3 J(1 - I)
2

Case (b):

02 = (p. =0

Case (c):

IScos 0 =-

1 1-I

N2 = 1 + J(1 - I)

= 0

ISc o s6
2 4(1 - I)

cl) = 3J( 1 - I) sin02 cos-62

N2 = 1 + J(1 - I)(1 - 3sin20
2

)
2

(2. 6)

(2, 7)

Equations (2. 4) - (2. 7) show that the attitude configurations and

their stabilities are determined by the three dimensionless parameters

S, I and J, which designate the kinematic and inertial properties

of this sytem (Note that N2 depends upon S, I, and J). The

parameters S and I are those examined by Likins [6] for the
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system in which the center of mass is constrained to follow a circular

orbit at constant speed. The above conditions show that removal of

this constraint adds the further parameter J, which when zero

reduces the system to the circular orbit. In what follows it will be

shown how these three parameters relate to stability at each equili-

brium position, especially, the effects on stability of J.
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III. STABILITY CONDITIONS

Some useful information regarding stability may be obtained

from the linearized system. In case (a), the perturbed motion

01 = al, 02 = 83 = S'T a3, p = 1+r,

F + P, =

is governed by the following linearized equations of motion

a" + (I 4IS- 1)a
1 2

+(I+IS- 2)(a' I) = 0
1

- (I+IS- 2)a'1 +[IS+(3N2+ O(I- 1)]0,2

-(I +IS- 1) -Y" = 0 ,

at! Rti = 0,
3

r" - (2N2+1)r
- 213' = 0,

p" +2r' = 0,

(3, 1.

(3.1.2)

(3. 1, 3)

(3.1,4)

(3.1,5)

(3. 1, 6)

Since the stability is to be interpreted in terms of 0 i , 02, R

and cp. only, the four zero roots contributed by the two cyclic coordi-

nates 03 and are excluded from the eigenvalue analysis. The

characteristic equation from a reduced set of equations (3. 1. 1

3, 1. 6) is

2 2 4 2+ 1) (X +2b), +cd) = 0 (3.2)



where

12

2b = I(2S +5)- 5-1-(I+IS-2)2
J(1 -I)2

I(S+1) -1 (3. 3)

d = I(S+4)-4- 9 J(I-I)
2

in which the relationship (2. 5) has been used to eliminate N2.
I

It has been shown that if among the roots of the character-

istic equation there is at least one root with positive real part, the

equilibrium state is unstable; if all these roots have negative real

parts, the equilibrium is stable. If one or more of the roots has

real part equal to zero and the other roots all have negative real

parts, this first approximation ceases to be applicable.

A brief study of equation (3.2) indicates that any of the three

following conditions is sufficient for instability:

(i) b < 0

(ii) cd < 0

(iii) b
2 - cd < 0

If none of these inequalities holds and c 0, all roots will be pure

imaginary; the linearized system will then be stable, but stability

of the full equations remains undetermined. Figure 3 shows for

case (a) the regions of the I, S plane for which the motion is

1 See e. g. reference [2].
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unstable and regions for which it is possibly stable.

For cases (b) and (c), J has no influence on stability of the

linearized system; the results are the same as for circular orbit
2case.

In order to establish a stronger concept of stability where

possible, an Energy-test method introduced by Routh [8] is employed,

which may be stated that, for a conservative dynamic system with

time- independent constraints, the steady- state motion is stable if

the total mechanical energy, which is constant along a given motion,

is an absolute minimum. The satellite under study is in a conserva-

tive gravitational field without constraint and consequently the total

energy E = T + V is a constant.

Equations (2. 4. 5) and (2. 4. 6) may be rewritten as

a 01 + a,
1.011 3 i

3 3

a210 +a22LV p
I))

- f4i

(3. 4)

where p
0

and p are the constant momenta obtained by integrations
3

of (2. 4. 5), (2. 4. 6), and where

all = I

a
12

= a
21

= I(sin0
2

sincp+cos0
I
cos°

2
coscp)

2 See Reference [6].
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a
22 = (cosO2 sink k - cos°, sin02 cowl))2 + sin2

0
1

cos c,

2al2 2
2

+ cos et.

f
0

I(Olsin02 +4)1sinOicos02)
3

f (81 cos°
2

- (1)Isin0
1

sin92 )(cose sink - cos01 sin0
2
cost.) +

+ (0' -4)IcosOdsinOicos(1) + 112
2

3

With the aid of equation (3. 4), the kinetic energy can be written in

the form

1 -7 2T =
2
I

1
LP

2
1

[(0 cos0
2

-
1
sin°

2 2
)+(0' - 1)2 +

2 '

(3. 5)
p

2 2
+I(0 sin02 +.)1sin0 cos02) p +A)

+ O(p
0

+f ) +LIAp +f )]
3

3
03

Using equations (3. 4) and (3. 5) to eliminate e and the total

energy becomes 3

-7-E = I
1

4i
2 (T1 +

1
+ V1)

where

3 See Appendix B.
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2A
{[(0'

1
cos° .4)'sin0 sin02)sine1 cosct)

1

U1 20

(-(0
' 'cos° ) cos°

2
sinclo.- cos@

1
sin0

2
cosc,)]2+

2

+ P cos z
1
cos° -dp'sin0

1
sin62 )2 +(02-it'cose

1
)21}

,2 2
P P 2
J

2
P03

p0 (sine
2

sine cos°, cos82 cos0]2

3

1 J 2
Vl J p 2 3(1 - I)(1-3sin

2
)1

p

with
2

A = (cose
2

sink - cos0
1

sine
2

coscp)
2+(sin 201+ p

J )cos 2
.

16

Now, Ti is obviously zero at each equilibrium position given by

equations (2. 5 - 2, 7), and is non-negative for any variations in the

eight variables 91, 62, 4, p , 0' , 82, dp p' . Furthermore it is positive

for all non-zero values of the four variables ,41,p, There-

fore, if the function U(01, 02, cl), p) = U1 +V1 is an absolute minimum

(i. e. , with an appropriate additive constant may be made positive

definite), then E is also an absolute minimum. Since the Eulerian

derivative of E is zero, it will then be a Liapunov function, insuring

the stability of the system.

Consider the discriminant made up from the partial derivatives

evaluated at the steady- state motions:
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U0101 U0102
U611) U6

0
2

0
1 2

u
02 0

402

U62
1)

(1)(1)

Ue2p

U(OP

(3. 6)

U
UP UPPP 2

If all principal diagonal minors in (3. 6) are positive, U will be a

minimum at the equilibrium state since all linear terms in Taylor's

series vanish.

For case (a), the elements in (3.6) are

= I(S + 1 )-1u0101

0 0 2
I(S+4)-4- 9 J(1-I)

2 2

U034)
1

+ J( IS + 1) I

UPP 1 [1+33-(1-I)]

Ue = 1 - I(S+ 1)
2

U0102
U =U

014) 0ip 02p p

This gives the following sufficient conditions of stability:



(i) c I(S +1)-1> 0

2(ii) d = I(S + 4) - 4- 2 J(1-I) > 0

(iii) e = I(S + 4) - 4 -2 J(1-I) 2
-3j(1.-I)(I+IS-1)> 0

2

(iv) 1 + 3J( 1- I)

18

(3. 7)

in which condition (iv) is identically satisfied for small. J. The

stable region indicated by (3. 7) is shown in Figure 3.

For case (b), the corresponding elements when written in

terms of di, I, J (Note that in this case S depends upon di

and I),

sin 2

1
(1+Jcos201)u

0 011

0
33(I-14 21- J(I-1)]

2 2
1

U =
44 J

1
---j[1+J(3-3I-4sin2

PP

and all others are zero. The condition for stability is then

(3.8)

For case (c), the elements in the three free parameters 42,

I, J are

U®
0

3(1-I)cos 2
9

1 1

--J(1-i)sin2 02]
2
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U0 0 (4-3I)sin2 02 +J[(1-+31(1- I
15 2 )sin22 02 -

2 2

U
PP

2 2 2-
2

(1-I) cos 20-
2
(1-3sin 02)]

= 1 [1+J{3(1-I)cos2
0

2
+sin2

0 1]
2

= 1 [1 +,T {3(1-I)(1-3sin - 4sin 02 1]

3
= 1)cos 2 02 - sin2

0
2

+J(2-31+-4 I 2 )sin2
2 02U021)

= sin26 {-1 (5-30+21{(1-I)(51-63I)-(73-1741+10512)sin2002p 2 2 4 2

()P
=

2 2
[1+J{(1-I)(2-3I)-(4- 5I+2I2)sin262}]

and all others are zero. The stability conditions can be summarized

as follows:

(i) 1-I> 0

2 2 4(ii) (4-3I)sin 02 - J[ (43 - 1021+601 ) sin 02 -

27-(50. 5-1141+64. 512 )sin202 +-2(1-I) 2 > 0

2 2 4(iii) (4-3I)sin 02 - J[(70-1471+781 )sin 0
2

-

27- (37.5- 1051+64. 512 )sin202 +-2(1-I)2] >

(3. 9)
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The question which was one of the chief reasons for under-

taking this study has been answered: The translational-rotational

coupling does not upset the "borderline" stability of the system with

the constraint of the circular orbit. The effect is a slight shift of

some of the boundaries between stable and unstable regions.

To see how small deviations from circular orbit affect the

attitude stability of a satellite, stability conditions (3, 7), (3. 8), (3. 9)

for J = 0 and J = 0. 1 are shown in parameter planes for comparison.

In. case (a), Figure 4 shows the reduction in area of the stable

region produced by J = 0.1. Five circles designate instability

obtained by Kane and Barba [4] for the case of an elliptic orbit

having an eccentricity 0.1

Case (b) is shown in Figure 5, where J has no influence on

stability. In case (c), the region of demonstrated stability is reduced

from the upper and lower limits of 02, i.e. , additional regions

appear in which stability cannot be determined by means of the

Liapunov function studied here.

As we can observe, the orbital-attitude coupling has relatively

larger influence on a long slim satellite than a nearly homogeneous

one and shows no effect on a short squat (I> 1) satellite.
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APPENDIX A

The equilibrium positions of the satellite may be obtained

by proceeding as follows:

Let
(-5 + a

1 1 1

02 = -0-
2

+ a2

= 1 + r

= +
a33

+13

where 'T =LI) t, and substitute into the equations of motion (2, 4.1 -

2. 4, 6). By setting al, a2, a3, r, p, y , to be zero, equations (2. 4.

and (2. 4. 6) are satisfied unconditionally and the remaining four

equations become

sin01 cose
2

cos c1.1(I- 1)(sin0
2

sin4)+ cos Oicos 02cos0 + IS] = 0 (A. 1;

(1-Igsin0 cos13
2

(sin2--cp-cos2;cos21) )+cos-0- sin7pcos-c1)(cos2 -sin26 )1_
1 1 2 2

- IS( cos02 sinT cos01sin62 cos0 - 3N2(1-I)sine2 cos02 = 0

(A. 2)

2 2 2 2 2
J[(1-I) {sincicoscp(sin 02-cos 01 cos 02)+cosr3isin-0-2cos02(cos ep- sin ep))

- IS( sin0
2

coscp - cos0
1
cos0

2
sincp)] +sincp coscp = 0 (A. 3)



2 2 3cos (I) = N [1- z-
0

2
)]

25

(A. 4)

Equlibrium positions are found by seeking the conditions satis-

fying the set (A. 1 - A.4):

Case (a): Let

01 =
2

=0

Equations (A. 1 - A. 3) are satisfied. From (A. 4),

3
1 = N2[1- 2 J(1-I)]

or, discarding the higher order terms than the first in J,

Case (b): Let

N2 = 1 +-3 J(1-I)
2

02 =71; =0

Equations (A.2) and.(A. 3) are satisfied. A non-zero root for 01 is

found from equation (A. 1):

cos-6
1 1-i

Condition for equation (A. 4) is

N2 = 1 +-3 J(1-I)
2

Case (c): Letting

=o
1

satisfies equation (A. 1) and reduces (A.2) and (A. 3), after some
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combinations, to

(1-I)[sin02 cos0
2

(sin274)- cos2-4))+sincT)cos-4)-(cosa-d2- sin 82)]

- IS(cos02 sin4) sin-62 cos4)) - 3N2(1-I)sin02 cos02 = 0 (A. 5)

sink cosi) = 3N2J(1-I) sin-62 cos-62 (A. 6)

Equation (A. 6) reveals that 4) is in the order of magnitude of J.

Thus if only first order term is retained, we have

= 3N2 J(1-I)sin-d
2

cos-62

which, when combining with condition for equation (A. 4)

becomes

2
N = 1 +Z I)(1-3sin2-0

2)2

= 3J(1-I) sin3
2 cos02

(A. 7)

(A. 8)

(A.9)

Substitutions of N2, cp. from (A. 8) and (A. 9) into (A. 5) lead to a

cubic equation in cos02. Of the three roots two are complex when

I< 1; and are real but in the order of 1/3 when I > 1; they are

thus irrelevant. The third root can be easily found by writing the

equation in this form

cos d =
2 4(1-I) 3 15 21- J(1-I)(-

2
- cos 0

2
)

8

IS
1-3J(1-I)cos202

and dealing with the reduced quadratic equation
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39 2JIS cos 02 -r cos6
2

4(1-I)
2

- 11+-2 3-(1,4)23,0

The appropriate solution is found to be

cosd = IS
2 4(1-I)

Case (d): All the four equations are satisfied if

I = 1 , S = = 0 , N2 = 1

In case (d), the satellite, being inertially spherical, is free of

gravity torque; any attitude (i. e. , for arbitrary values of 01 2,63)
can be regarded as an equilibrium position. We are thus interested

only in cases (a), (b) and (c).
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APPENDIX B

The kinetic energy of a dynamic system with holonomic time-

independent constraints is a homogeneous quadratic function of the

generalized velocities:

i=1 j=1

a
ij
.q.q. (a.. = a..)

13 31

Or, in terms of the generalized momenta

2T = p.q.
1.

i=1

aT
pi

E.

(B. 1)

(B. 2)

Let ql qr be cyclic coordinates, so that T is independent of

these coordinates. The elimination of q
1

qr from the expression

of T can be accomplished with the help of the relationships
r n

a..13 q3 =
i

p - aikqk._.,

j=1 k=r+1

= 1- r (B. 3)

where pi are constants. For the sake of brevity, the right hand

members above are called p. - f.. The solutions of equations (B.3

are

qi

r

c.. (p. - f.)
ij J J

i= 1 r (B. 4)
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where c.. are elements of the inverse matrix of a... By
13

substituting q. from (B. 4) into (B. 1), the kinetic energy becomes

gm' qr+l qn)T = T(Pi Pr' qr+1

We may further separate the p's from the q's. Rewrite the

kinetic energy as

2T =

i=1

r

n

pig. + pig.

i=r+1

r 11

. .

pig. + > q.( ) a..q.) +
13 3

i=1 i=1 j=r+1 i=r+ 1 j= r+ 1

. .

a..q.1 q.
13 j

But the quantities inside the bracket above is equal to f., so that
1

if we call the last term 2T , T will take the form

T = T
*

+
2

i=1

q.1 (p.1 + f. )

Now if we form the quadratic functions, with the coefficients c..,

1

i=1 j=1

c..p.p.
ij

F = 1 c..f.f.
1313

i=1 j=1

we may write equation (B. 4) as



so that

1T = T + 2

8P aF
api af.

i=1

8P aF
Piffi)(api af

i = 1, ° ° r
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But since P, F are homogeneous quadratic functions of p. and

fi respectively,

aP - 2P ,i api
i=1 i=1

so that T becomes

r
1T = T

*
+ P - F +2 (_

i=1

But we also have

aP
ap.

i=1 i=i

r

aF
fi af. 2F,

aP aF
a Pp. af.

r r r

c1J ..p
J

=

j=1
af.

c = P
aF

.

i=1 i=1

so that the last term in (B. 5) vanishes, and there remains

T=T -F+P

(B. 5)

Now, F is a homogeneous quadratic function of the f., which

are themselves homogeneous linear functions of the q., so that

F, like T , is a homogeneous quadratic function of the non-cyclic

velocities. Thus the linear terms disappear. At the same time we
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have obtained the general value of the part P independent of the

velocities. In general, we can always write the kinetic energy as

n

2 T = bijqiqj +

i=r+1 j=r+1 i=1

r

j=1

cp.p.ij j

where b. and c.. are functions of coordinates only.
13


